A     LOND ON     YEAR
Now London is hushed. The roar from .Charing
Gross dies away. Only the jingle of a horse's bit
breaks the silence of a people frozen in memory.
Three white gulls fly over from the Thames, circle
above the Cenotaph, and go. In Whitehall you
feel the silence and the prayer ; for men and women
are praying. It is not right to look. It is too sacred.
The old memories well up in the heart, the old
aches, the great joys, the misery, the gallantry, the
laughter, and the tears.
How long two minutes can be ! How much can
be remembered ! How little can a few years touch
those things that go right down into the heart. I
would not dare to look into a woman's mind at this
time—those women with medals ! I would not
care to imagine their thoughts ; but the men—
ah ! in two minutes how many voices call to us,
how many faces we remember, how many friend-
ships, how many are the splendid loyalties of those
' unhappy far-off times . . .*.
The crowd relaxes. It is over. Sharp and clear
sounds the Last Post, tugging at the heart with its
memories of those old times, at the end of day,
with night over a camp. Now the Reveill6, clear
and stirring, a thing of morning memories, of dawn
and new endeavour.
A moment's pause and the King salutes and goes.
The square of men that represents the Empire
breaks and goes ; and now, with an eager surging
movement, a wave of flowers comes towards the
Cenotaph, first a file of blinded men, very straight
and tapping with their sticks, their poor, seared
faces lifted in the sun.
So it goes on : women and men with flowers,
and rising from the mass of tribute is the scarlet
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